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                                   FIBER SCANS 

Fiber Scan Study Objectives: 

To look for crimp in all hair samples, includes dominant registered Curlies, Smooth 

 Coat, Minimal, Bunny Fur Curlies. Curly samples  will be compared to other horse 

 breeds and also other fibers samples of Yak, Llama, Buffalo, Angora Rabbit 

Definition of crimp- any bend, curve, wave on the hair fibers. It can be in the form of a 
C curl, U, W, V or combination of all those shapes. The fiber term for a crimp on an 
individual hair fiber is "crinkle" but for ease of understanding I will use the term "CRIMP" 
to identify any bend in a hair fiber. 

Codes used in the study: 

D- dominant registered Curly (has a visible Curly coat) 

W - Marcel Wave Curlies (variation in coat of dominant registered) 

SC- smooth coat Curly has a straight hair coat in appearance, registered as S. 

M- Minimal Curly, may have curls in some areas as ears, fetlocks, under mane, etc. 
Registered as S. 

BF- Bunny Fur Curly, hair stands on end, usually very soft and plush 

 appears as a straight plush coat visually. Registered as S. 

O- other straight haired horse breeds to use as comparison to all  Curlies (dominant, 
smooth coat/minimals, bunny fur, marcel wave) 

AR02- Angora Rabbit 

YO1- Yak 

L03- Llama 

B04 - Buffalo 



Method used- Fibers were washed/rinsed and air dried to allow the fiber to take its' 
natural shape. When the hair was dry a random sample was scanned at 300 or 600 
resolution depending on fineness of hair sample. Extremely fine hair was scanned at the 
600 resolution. 

Sample was then identified with a study code number as listed above, and the crimp 
sites were marked and notations made on fiber properties for each sample. 

Observations- 

All samples scanned showed crimp in varying degrees. This includes dominant, 
marcel wave, smooth coat/straight, minimal and bunny fur Curlies as well as all 
other breed straight haired horses and comparison fibers from other species. 

Dominant Curlies - Crimp and C curl 

There is a wide range of crimp strength and number of crimps in hair fiber samples of 
the dominant Curlies. There is also a wide range of shape and size in the C curl of 
dominant Curlies and not all dominant Curlies have a C curl on the ends of the hair 
fiber. There is also a wide variety of crimp found in the individual Curly horses coat and 
ranges from very crimped and C curled to almost straight. 

Some dominant Curly samples had straight ends on their hair even when showing 
strong crimp and depth of trough. Some had weak loose crimp. Some showed all 
variations of crimp in the same coat sample. The samples that showed the strongest 
tightest crimp and C curl characteristics were the brillo pad/micro Curlies. The depth of 
trough, distance from top of crimp to bottom of next crimp, was deeper in the dominant 
Curlies on average, but not found to be deep on all dominant Curlies. Some dominant 
Curlies have a very weak crimp and shallow depth of trough and no C curl. A C curl 
could be found in a complete circle to a very open relaxed C curl. Many samples also 
showed a strong cork screw, spring like appearance, but not all. Below photo shows a 
deep trough in the crimp and an open C curl on end of the ear hair sample. 

 

 

Sample areas- Ears, Chest, Belly 

The samples from the base of the ears were generally the softest/finest fiber area on 
dominant Curlies and often the most crimped. The chest/between front legs samples 
were the next in softest on average, crimp varied in the chest samples. The belly hair 
was usually coarser than the ear or chest hair and was by far the longest hair sample in 



length. The crimp in the belly hair varied quite a bit overall. It seems the area of the 
body where the sample is taken does determine softness of the fiber which is 
diameter/micron count. The base of ears hair being the softest would be the prime fiber 
area with the chest second prime. 

There was a large variety of fineness and coarseness in the dominant Curlies from 
horse to horse as well as area of sample. 

For collecting spinning fiber the area of the base of ears should be harvested separate 
and considered prime fiber. Having a micron count on the fibers will also help find how 
much diameter varies from sample areas. 

Visible Curl- The visible curl we see on the dominant Curlies results from three fiber 
properties: 

1. Depth of trough in crimp 

2. C curl size and shape 

3. The fiber diameter, which is the micron count 

These three factors affect what we can see as visible curls on a Curly horse standing in 
a filed or in a photo. The tighter & closer the crimp and finer the fiber, the more the hair 
fiber looks like fuzz and not curl. The larger the C curl and the coarser the fiber, the 
more visible the curly coat becomes. In the brillo pad type Curly the hair is very short, 
about 1/2 inch in length and shows a tight C curl and crimp and because the hair is 
usually very coarse, it shows up looking curly to naked eye and resembles a brillo pad. 
If this same hair type was very fine in texture and diameter, it would look like frizz and 
may not be identified as curly hair. The longer hair lengths also help us see the curl and 
some Curlies have over 3 inch hair hair length with the average being 1-2 inches in 
length. 

The depth of trough and shape of the C curl vary greatly in the dominant Curly and 
some other breed samples and smooth coat minimal samples showed similar 
characteristics as the dominant samples in showing C curl. Curly coats that show a 
variety of closed & openness in the C curl will have a visible curly coat as will those with 
depth of trough in the crimp when fiber is coarse to medium fine. When the coat 
becomes very fine the visible curl is not as apparent by looking at the coat because it 
becomes fuzzy/frizzy looking especially if the ends are straighter even though depth of 
trough in crimp is present. The same crimp and C curl will look different on coarse hair 
than fine hair. C curls can be small or very large in visible curly coats. 

Examples of C curl found in dominant Curlies Figure 1 



 

 

Examples of depth of trough in crimp in dominant Curlies Figure 

 

 



Examples of differences in visible curly coats Figure 3 

 

 

Determining if a Curly has a curly coat using the naked eye has some limitations 
because of fiber diameter. Our eyes cannot see the crimp present on fine fibers without 
the help of magnification. Coarse fibers are easier to see crimp and C curl without 
magnification. By examining Curly fibers up close, crimp & C curl can be detected that 
may have been invisible to the naked eye. The properties of crimp and curl formation 
are there regardless of fiber diameter. Depth of trough and crimp is also difficult to 
determine without looking at fibers close up even on hairs that are not as fine. 

The overall findings on dominant Curly scans shows they have crimp and most have C 
curl but not all. The strength of the crimp and C curl varies widely as does the diameter 
of the hair itself. Some dominant Curlies have the full range of strong C curls and deep 
crimp troughs to almost straight in the same sample area. Length and diameter of fiber 
is also quite varied. The majority of dominant Curlies showed some form of a C curl or 
crimp with depth of trough. Most Curlies showed a medium coarseness with a few 
showing very fine soft fiber. The coarser the fiber, larger diameter/micron count, the 
more visible the crimp becomes without magnification. 

 

Total Dominant Curlies scanned were 43 and 1 marcel wave. 

 

 

 



Registered SC Curly scans- Smooth coated/straight, Minimals and Bunny Fur 
Curlies 

All scans showed crimp and some C curls. 

The scans on the Curlies we refer to as straight Curlies was quite surprising. Every 
sample showed crimp and some C curl. The crimp was in a relaxed state on some but 
very much there and resembled some of the dominant registered Curly scans. Another 
interesting finding on some SC was that there were hairs that showed strong crimp and 
C curl that resembled a dominant Curly scan type. This suggests that some SC Curlies 
have a mix of relaxed crimp and very crimped hairs and some have C curl included. 
Some of the SC Bunny Fur horses showed a strong felting quality, where the hairs 
matted together strongly and were difficult to separate. The hairs also had a luster to 
them. The Bunny Fur types have crimp and straighter ends on the hair and this causes 
it to stand on end and look plush. The crimp causes this hair to stand up away from the 
skin and not lay flat. 

Another SC had fine soft fiber that resembled closely to Angora Rabbit and showed a 
similar degree of crimp of the rabbit as well as the feel of rabbit fiber. The SC had a 
thicker diameter of hair than the rabbit but was not coarse and very soft. Some of the 
SC horses had fine hair fiber and some were coarser. 

 

Smooth Coat and Bunny Fur scan examples Figures 4, 5 & 6 

 

  



 

  

 

  

The Minimals (this term is used loosely to describe a SC with patches of curl, not 
necessarily meaning they are passing the curly coat genetically) showed the most crimp 
and depth of trough of the SC's and some C curls were present. Some had a very deep 
trough but not much C curl. This was also surprising to find such depth of trough in the 
crimp as it was more than some dominant Curlies showed. I think more study of SC 
Curlies, Bunny Fur and Minimals needs to be done with more fiber samples and scans 



to get a better idea of what our SC Curlies show in their hair coat overall. The term 
"Straight" does not describe what is showing up on close examination of these fibers. 

Minimal fiber scan example Figure 7 

  

 

  

 

Total of 11 SC scans- 3 Bunny Fur, 5 Smooth Coated, 3 Minimal Curlies available for 
viewing 

Hair Color and amount of Crimp & C curl 

Another unexpected finding was that quite a few samples of the dark hair fibers 
showed more crimp and C curl than the lighter or white hairs in the same hair 
coat of pinto, roan and sabino. 

This finding seemed to cross all types of Curly from dominant, smooth coat, minimals 
and includes other breeds. It is was not always found to be the case but enough 
samples showed this to make one wonder if skin & hair pigment affects crimp & curl and 
fiber diameter in some way. Many of the dark hairs were also finer textured than white 
or light hairs on the same horse. More investigation needs to be done on this finding to 
see what or if, pigment has to do with crimp/curl and fiber fineness. A few samples did 
show the opposite, yet the majority of samples that had light & dark colors showed a 
difference in either crimp and C curl or fiber diameter from the same sample area. 

Dark hair showing more crimp than light hairs Figure 8 

  



 

 

Other breeds scans- all samples showed crimp in varying degrees from almost 
straight to crimped and C curled. 

A variety of breeds were also scanned as comparisons to our Curlies. Missouri 
Foxtrotter, Arab, Quarter Horse, Paso fino, Peruvian Paso, Warmblood, Thoroughbred, 
Paint, Haflinger and crosses of above breeds were scanned. Most showed a very 
relaxed or weak crimp but some showed a strong degree of crimp not expected. I did 
not find any truly straight haired horses in all the straight haired breed samples, they all 
showed some crimp. They were closer to straight than our dominant Curlies but none 
were truly straight. 



 

Other breed examples of crimp and C curl Figure 9 

  

 

 

Total other breed scans- 43 

Comparison fibers- Yak, Angora Rabbit, Llama and Buffalo 

All comparison fibers showed crimp. The loosest crimp was the Angora Rabbit, the 
llama was next in crimp strength and the two most highly crimped were the buffalo and 
the yak. They are very fine down fiber that resemble C curls and strong crimp like our 
brillo pad/micro curlies when magnified, but are much much softer and finer than 
Curlies. 

 

Buffalo fiber magnified Figure 10 

  



 

 

4 scans done on these fibers. 

 

All scans are available to view in detail for all categories. Total scans for study 
102. 

Overall it seems that there is quite a variety in curl/crimp in our dominant Curlies 
as well as our Smooth Coat Curlies as well as a large variation in fiber diameter 
and length. What we see with the naked eye does not always show what 
magnification shows. All horses show some form of crimp in their hair even 
though they appear straight haired. 

 

Bunny Reveglia 

ICHO Research Dept.  
 

(*Note this study did not refer to twist in Curly fibers, but a curve or bend in a fiber without twist. 

Curlies  show twist in their hair fibers . BR) 


